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auslogics disk speed boost is a tool for defragmenting your hard drives and boosting their overall performance. it
was designed to speed up the speed of your windows operating system. what makes the program so unique is that
there are two different interfaces for watching and recording the progress. when you start the tool, you see a main

window with a timer. after the defrag operation is complete, the program will automatically update the status
panel and clock. auslogics disk defrag also lets you monitor your drives from the windows task manager window.

the windows 7 disk cleanup utility is included. since it is a built-in utility, there are no installation steps or
configuration. just choose disk cleanup from the control panel and start it up. the program will scan your computer

and display a list of files you can remove. the tool will also offer to clean your startup items and restore deleted
windows shortcuts. to run apps on your smartphone or tablet, you will need to be connected to a computer that
has wi-fi connectivity. then, you’re ready to take advantage of the many functions your device has and run apps

on your hotspot. â? there are four different types of drive partitions, including a system partition, a hidden
partition, a recovery partition, and an extended partition. while the three hidden partitions are virtually

unsecurable, the system partition is the most critical part of the drive for proper functioning. if the system partition
gets corrupted or damaged, the entire computer may crash. once your computer is recognized as a hard disk by
the operating system, you can select which program or utility is to be used. in a similar way, you can create an

icon to launch apps that you usually access while on the pc.
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